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Weekend Reading

I don't think the first piece below (by me) is going to tell you anything you don't already know, but I published it this
week, again for Project Syndicate, and it has been translated into a bunch of languages and today was posted on Al
Jazeera English; it's another version of the argument that Gary Sick, Tom Pickering, and many others are making while
watching the pressure track on Iran ratchet up w/o an accompanying diplomatic track. I know that's actually not true,
but want to make sure you know what I'm writing. Below my piece is a very nice piece by a Ph.D. student on how Turkey
sees Iran's program in the context of its own rights under the NPT. Finally, watch Algeria closely. There have been
protests escalating over the past three days around corruption in housing assignments in an oil town south of Algiers
that apparently escalated today after Friday prayers; Algerian govt is very nervous.
All best,
AM

Princeton, New Jersey - The West and Iran are playing a dangerous game. In the past two weeks, Iran threatened to
close the Strait of Hormuz and warned the United States against sending an aircraft carrier back into the Persian Gulf.
The US predictably responded that its aircraft carriers could and would patrol wherever necessary to promote freedom of
navigation. Iran then announced that it would conduct naval exercises in the Strait.
In the game of "chicken", two cars drive straight at each other at top speed; either one driver "chickens out" and swerves,
or they collide in a fireball. Governments around the world cannot stand by and watch that game play out across the
world's energy lifeline. It is time for third parties to step in and facilitate solutions that allow Iran to save face while
significantly and credibly reducing its supply of enriched uranium.
Iran may or may not be planning to go all the way to production of a nuclear weapon. Nonetheless, it is in clear violation of
its obligations under the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty, as determined by the International Atomic Energy Agency,
which is charged with monitoring the treaty. Its continuing non-compliance is destabilising the entire Middle East, with
serious repercussions for global security.
Although the Iranian government could most likely be deterred from using a nuclear weapon, the price of a nuclear Iran
could well be a regional arms race - a nuclear Saudi Arabia, possibly followed by Turkey and Egypt. A collection of
nuclear weapons, components, and materials in a region that is already volatile and violent, and that determines the
world's oil prices, is an appalling scenario. The market has already taken the measure of the past week's tensions, driving
up the price of some oil contracts to their highest levels in eight months.
Trying to force Iran to back down with steadily mounting sanctions has not produced results. Despite the tightening
economic noose - the US imposed sanctions on all companies that do business with Iran's central bank, and the
European Union plans to impose sanctions on Iranian oil exports by the end of January - many nuclear experts now
estimate that Iran is very close to enriching enough uranium to build a bomb.
But how else can the US, the EU, and the United Nations make clear that the "international community" means what it
says? To go soft now is to lose all credibility with respect not only to Iran, but also to any other country thinking about
pursuing a nuclear path.
The logic is compelling enough, except that the current course leaves Iran's government no alternative between publicly
backing down, which it will not do, and escalating its provocations. After all, what government wants to be seen as
"chickening out"? And, in this case, decision-makers on both sides face domestic opponents who are only too ready to
pounce at the least sign of weakness.
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In the US, the Republican Party's leading presidential candidate in this year's election, Mitt Romney, declared at a recent
debate, "If you elect me as president, Iran will not have a nuclear weapon." His principal challenger, Rick Santorum, told
NBC News that he would "order air strikes" if it "became clear that [Iran] was going to get nuclear weapons". So this is no
time for President Barack Obama to go wobbly.
Iranian politics is much harder to read. In the ongoing power struggle between President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad and
Supreme Leader Ali Khamenei, each is more likely to out-tough the other than to propose concessions to the West.
Moreover, many Iranian analysts point out that Khamenei and his inner circle are convinced that the US is ultimately bent
on regime change - and is willing to use force to achieve it. Hence Iranian missile tests, threats to close the Strait of
Hormuz, and announcements of nuclear progress should be read as efforts to deter more than provoke.
The more publicly the West threatens Iran, the more easily Iranian leaders can portray the US as the Great Satan to parts
of the Iranian population that have recently been inclined to see the US as their friend. The net effect is to keep Iran
speeding down the road toward a crash.
It is time for cooler heads to prevail with a strategy that helps Iran step back. The key players here are Brazil and Turkey,
whose governments negotiated an ill-timed deal with Iran in May 2011, whereby Iran would transfer 1,200 kilograms of
low-enriched uranium to Turkey in exchange for 1,200 kilograms of medium-enriched uranium for medical research at a
Tehran reactor.
That deal quickly fell apart, but it could be time to try again. The stage is already set in Turkey, which agreed on January 6
to host a new round of nuclear talks between Iran and the P5+1 group (the five permanent members of the UN Security
Council and Germany).
A new deal would probably have to go beyond the swap proposed in May 2011, but there are other possibilities. For
example, add Egypt and Qatar to the equation and bring in the UN to provide an umbrella for a proposed regional nuclearfuel bank, to which Iran would make the first contribution. Bring in South Korea (a major customer for Iranian oil) and
Russia and begin exploring options for a global fuel bank. And ensure that all countries in the region reaffirm the basic
rules of freedom of navigation in a way that allows them to claim vindication.
Where the political will exists to allow the other side sufficient margin to reach an agreement, creative solutions can be
found. Still, diplomats know that war can be preferable to humiliation, which is why saving face is just as important as
threatening force - and why other countries should step in and provide the room that both sides need to avoid a head-on
collision.

Understanding Turkey's Position on the Iranian
Nuclear Program
Turkey doesn't want an Iranian nuclear weapon—but it also doesn't want to hamper its own access to
nuclear energy technology.
BY AARON STEIN • 12 JANUARY 2012

Turkey's location and membership in the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) make it a key
player in the Western-backed efforts to isolate Iran for its alleged nuclear weapons ambitions and its
continuing failure to satisfactorily answer questions from the International Atomic Energy Agency
(IAEA) about possible weapons research. Though anchored in the transatlantic security framework,
Turkey's Iran policy differs from the policies of its traditional allies in the West, and its actions have
been the subject of much misunderstanding.
Turkey adamantly opposes Iran's development of a nuclear weapon, believing that Tehran's
possession of nuclear weapons would alter the regional balance of power and embolden Iranian
hardliners to pursue a more provocative foreign policy. However, the strategy Turkey employs to
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convince Iran to be more forthcoming about its nuclear intent contrasts greatly with those pursued by
the United States and the European Union. Despite the prevailing mood in Washington that sanctions
alone will not convince the Iranians to change their behavior, the West has settled on a coercive
sanctions-led strategy, backed by the threat of military force, as the best policy prescription to
convince Iran to freeze and eventually role back its nuclear program. The coercive stance is
underpinned and driven by the Western belief that the threat from Iran's nuclear program is real,
growing, and needs urgently to be addressed.
Turkey, on the other hand, does not view the Iranian nuclear threat as immediate or urgent. Officials
in Ankara tend to take a more cautious approach, arguing that there is no evidence of an Iranian
weapons program and that the prospect of a nuclear-armed Iran is not definite. If Iran decided to
pursue a nuclear option, according to many in Turkey, it would still be, at the very least, years away
from developing a warhead suitable for delivery. Absent an urgent threat, Ankara argues that
negotiations and noncoercive measures still have time to succeed.
In addition to this difference, Turkey is also generally averse to sanctions, owing to its experience in
the first Gulf War, when it had a front-row seat to the pain and hardship caused by blanket sanctions
and their inability to sway in the slightest Saddam Hussein's ideology or diminish his iron grip on
power. Turkey's perception that the Iranian nuclear threat is not dire, combined with its aversion to
sanctions, has led Ankara to refuse to toe the line on the West's Iran strategy. (Turkey even defended
Iran from international efforts to isolate Tehran in 2009.)
The current fallout from the Arab uprisings, particularly the ongoing insurrection in Syria, has driven
a wedge between Tehran and Ankara. However, Ankara's retreat from serving as Tehran's diplomatic
defender should not be interpreted as a precursor to conflict but instead be viewed as an example of
how Ankara and Tehran have both competing and mutual interests that require cooperation in other
areas of mutual interest.
Since first being elected in 2003, Turkey's religiously conservative Justice and Development Party
(AKP) has steadfastly worked to deepen relations with Iran and other states in the region. The

Western conception of the Turkish-Iranian relationship is often attributed to the religiosity of the
AKP and the party's alleged sympathies for Iran's conservative clerical elites. Others ascribe the AKP's
Iran strategy to its desire to increase trade, its reliance on Iranian energy, or Iran's decision to crack
down on Kurdish separatists. While important, none of these analyses accounts for the complexity of
the relationship, including the fact that the two states have maintained relatively stable relations since
their border was delineated in 1639.
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The relationship has ebbed and flowed according to geopolitical realities, but the two neighbors have
managed'to coexist relatively peacefully for almost four centuries now. In other words, the TurkishIranian relationship is nuanced and multifaceted and does not hinge on any single issue, but is
instead an amalgamation of sometimes competing, sometimes common interests.

Turkey's Nuclear Red Lines
Within the context of the nuclear question, one angle that affects Turkey's Iran policy is constantly
overlooked: Ankara's desire to ensure that the three pillars of the Treaty on the Nonproliferation of
Nuclear Weapons (NPT)—nonproliferation, disarmament, and the right to pursue peaceful nuclear
technology—are not eroded by a coalition of Western states intent on denying Iran and other states
nuclear enrichment and reprocessing technologies. Ankara fears that the efforts by some of the
nuclear supplier states to roll back the universality of the rights guaranteed to non-nuclear NPT states
sets a dangerous precedent[i]
Turkey, which has identified nuclear energy as a critical component of its future energy plans, is
intent on ensuring that its NPT rights are not reduced so long as it remains in good standing with the
NPT and continues to abide by the stringent inspections called for in the IAEA's Additional Protocol.

Turkey's opposition to the Western approach to prevent proliferation manifested itself during the

arduous negotiations to amend the Nuclear Suppliers Group (NSG) guidelines. Ankara rejected
outright the US-backed proposal to ban the transfer of enrichment and reprocessing technology and
the subsequent US attempt to impose a set of subjective criteria designed to prevent non-nuclear
states from replicating sensitive nuclear technology. (Under this "black-box" approach, such
technology must be "transferred under conditions that do not permit or enable the transfer of
classified enrichment technology.")
If the NSG implemented the stringent criteria, Turkey worried that its proximity to Iran, as well as
other unstable states, could be used a pretext to deny it nuclear technology. Turkey objected to calls to
black-box certain technologies, arguing that IAEA inspections and the Additional Protocol are
sufficient to ensure the non-diversion of nuclear material for weapons use. It was willing to go along
with the objective criteria but refused to accept the subjective proposals being discussed. Because
Turkey is a member of every relevant agreement designed to counter proliferation, Ankara believes it
has done enough to win the trust and blunt the suspicions of the nuclear supplier states.[2]
Despite the US efforts, the NSG could not agree on language for the imposition of the harsh subjective
criteria, and the member states eventually settled on conditioning the transfer of nuclear technology
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on accepting the Additional Protocol and on the importing state's full compliance with IAEA
obligations. While the text does encourage states to go as far as they can to ensure that sensitive
technologies are not replicated, it falls far short of the black-box proposals advocated for by the
United States.
The Turkish position sheds light on how Ankara views the relationship between the nuclear "haves"
and "have-nots" and on its commitment to ensuring that its access to civilian nuclear technology
remains unhampered. Turkey's stance also indicates that Ankara has identified the unencumbered
access to nuclear technology (so long as a state is fully transparent with the IAEA) as political red line
it is not willing to cross.
While Turkey has no plans to pursue enrichment and reprocessing technology in the near future, it is
adamantly against the furthering of restrictions on its right to do so, should it choose to reevaluate its
current position in the future. Ankara views this within the context of its NPT Article IV rights and
scoffs when questioned about its nuclear intent.
Despite the fact that Iran's program appears to be almost entirely based on the illicit import of
controlled nuclear items via Pakistan, efforts to prevent the perceived threat of reactive proliferationi.e., a decision by a third state to seek nuclear capability in response to Iran's program—have run afoul
of Turkey's nuclear red lines, and rumors about Ankara's nuclear potential are fiercely denied.
In fact, Ankara's Iran policy reflects its thinking on nuclear exports. Policy makers in Turkey maintain
that Iran has the right to enrichment technology, so long as it cooperates fully with the IAEA. In order
to convince Iran to be more forthcoming, Ankara has shunned the "sanctions first" approach in favor
of dialogue. However, its endorsement of the most recent NSG guidelines indicate that Turkey would
support conditioning any potential nuclear technology transfer to Iran, no matter how remote the
possibility, on Tehran's ratification and implementation of the Additional Protocol.
When viewed in conjunction with the other variables that influence Turkey's Iran policy—including
Ankara's aversion to sanctions, emphasis on dialogue, and lack of urgency about a potential Iranian
nuclear weapon—its stance is much clearer, and its policy prescriptions are in line with its immediate
interests as well as its interest in maintaining the flexibility to import nuclear equipment in the future.
Nevertheless, Ankara is committed to ensuring that Iran does not develop a nuclear weapon. Though
it shares this goal with the United States, it is unprepared to go as far as its Western allies to try and
coerce Iran to abandon parts of its nuclear program. Moreover, Ankara has a different view about
reactive proliferation and is unwilling to forsake its Article IV rights out of deference to US
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nonproliferation concerns. Instead, it seeks to work within existing nonproliferation norms to ensure
that the nuclear bargain is upheld.
Aaron Stein is a Ph.D. candidate at King's College, London, and a research associate at the Center
for Economics and Foreign Policy Studies, an independent think tank in Istanbul.
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